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The manufacturing industry is known for its appetite for technology. As a traditional 
early adopter, the industry was the first to benefit from big data analytics, cutting 
edge sensors and robotics, and digital solutions that reduce human intervention 
and increase productivity and sharpen competitive edge.

The Internet of Things is not a buzzword, as PwC research shows 71% of industrial 
makers are building IoT-related solutions in both active and in-development 
projects. It might not feel as one, but smart manufacturing is in full effect - the 
'fourth industrial revolution' taking place - every day behind companies’ walls� IoT is 
about networks, devices and data sensors on product lines that can increase efficiency� 
The "gather data, analyze it and create action" has propelled productional Darwinism 
with IoT solutions, smarter and cleaner processes leading to decisive competitive 
advantages in the complete manufacturing chain: operations like supply chain, stock 
management, quality control, optimized production, maintenance, and location 
tracking as a minimal grasp of  the dozens of  activities that are being reinvented�

IoT is struggling with growing pains as the proliferation of standards is giving 
some serious compatibility headaches and the rise of security challenges is 
demanding new soft- and hardware investments. To make things more interesting, 
5G is waiting around the corner with tailored end-to-end networks, finally meeting 
technical requirements of  specific machine-to-machine or mobile solutions� 5G will 
accelerate data heavy domains such as virtualizations and IoT cloud interworking� The 
startup and business potential is clearly enormous with complete new approaches in 
terms of  network configuration, sensor upgrades and new elements being built into 
the devices and software architecture�
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INTRODUCTIONMANUFACTURING 2021: THE SILENT REVOLUTION

https://www.wired.co.uk/article/factory-of-the-future
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/factory-of-the-future


Closely interrelated to IoT, is the machine learning shift making robotics and 
mechanized solutions smarter than ever. ML is helping production teams analyze 
big data sets and use the insights to replace inventory, reduce operational costs 
and offer seamless quality control over the entire process� Deep learning has 
already surpassed the human senses with e�g� improvements of  up to 90% in defect 
detection as compared to human inspection� A new generation of  neural networks 
allows production systems to detect surface scratches, cracks, leaks and missing tags� 
ML is also good news for the environment with temperature, lighting usage, use of  
resources, energy consumption being forecasted with astonishing preciseness�

It’s clear that the manufacturing space is flooded with innovative solutions that 
can bring success in different operations. With IoT and ML magic provided via a 
tsunami of  cloud solutions, the main challenge has become making the right choices 
to create a future proof  production architecture that solves existing problems, sees 
upcoming issues, and not imaginary ones for the mere sake of  technology itself�

The Big Score Session #7 ManuTech gives upcoming startups a dedicated platform 
to further develop and grow within today’s environment and respective needs.

4SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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8 sessions, 8 verticals, and 8 pitching startups,
that is The Big Score Sessions!

The seventh session will focus on ManuTech & Industry 4�0 solutions� Manufacturers 
are embracing the new trends in automation, robotisation and digitisation� They are 
actively looking for new solutions to stay at the forefront of  tech to further drive their 
digital transformation� This results in more innovation, new jobs and a competitive 
advantage� 

During the ManuTech session, eight startups who are developing the manufacturing 
tools and technology of  tomorrow will pitch their innovations� They will receive valuable 
business feedback from an expert panel of  industry thought leaders, investors and 
corporate innovators�

The pitches are live streamed to an audience of  ‘deep pocket’ investors, sourcing 
corporates and attending startups� Afterwards, attendees have access to one-one-one 
meetings with potential clients, VCs and other relevant stakeholders�

INTRODUCTIONABOUT THE SESSIONS

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS



SCHEDULE – WEDNESDAY, MAY 26

13:00 - 13:15   Welcome & introduction

   Panel discussion on ManuTech

   Meet our Expert Panel

13:15 - 14:15  Startup pitches - round 1

  13:15 #1 Azumuta

  13:30 #2 Crodeon Technologies

  13:45 #3 Deltaray

  14:00 #4 Factry

14:15 - 14:25   Break

14:25 - 15:25  Startup pitches - round 2

  14:25 #5 HiveCPQ

  14:40 #6 OneBonsai

  14:55 #7 Gemsotec

  15:10 #8 Tractonomy

15:25 - 15:30   Closing of  the pitches

15:30 - 16:00   Break

16:00 - 18:00   Networking: 10 meeting slots



MEET THE
PITCHING
STARTUPS



KEY FACTSCONTACT

Batist Leman
CEO

batist�leman@azumuta�com
+32 499346069

azumuta�com

Azumuta, the Operator Support platform for your factory.

Azumuta, helps factories with several modules� (1) Work instructions: video & images, explaining what 
to do and how to do it; capture knowledge�(2) Audits: track the status of  your factory on any device� (3) 
Competency management: who knows what, avoid single point of  failure�(4) Product checklist: follow-
up your production in realtime & gain insights� (5) improvement boards: connect with your blue collars 
& learn from them�

MRR x2 in 2020

Won Factory of  the Future in collaboration 
with a customer

EMEA expansion

LOOKING FOR

Internationalization
New Strategic Partners

Sales Prospects
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Jonathan Sercu
Co-founder & CEO

jonathan�sercu@crodeon�com
+32 474417516

crodeon�com

We enable companies of all sizes to start making use of data.

Crodeon is a leading manufacturer of  plug & play end-to-end monitoring systems� They build the 
Reporter, Europe's favourite sensor device, enabling companies of  all sizes to start making use of  data� 
The technology is 100% designed and assembled in Belgium and Crodeon believes in the power of  
partners� A generic all-in-one solution, strong online presence and an ecosystem of  complementary 
partners is what makes the company stand out in a crowded market�

Over 200 customers in Benelux

€600K raised in 2020

Tapping into a huge potential market

LOOKING FOR

New Strategic Partners

Series A Funding
Internationalization

9SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Dirk Hamelinck
Founder & CEO

dirk�hamelinck@deltaray�eu

+32 4740163

deltaray�eu

Automated inspection beyond the human eye.

Their 3DAX Xray-scan equipment solution inspects the internal and external 3D structure of  critical 
mechanical parts, 100 times faster than any existing alternative and matching the production-floor 
precision needs, to assure 100% Quality inspection (instead of  sample testing) for Automotive parts 
and Medical devices production�

Accumulated funding to date = 2,5M funding

Spin-off of  imec/UAntwerpen

Finalist of  CLEPA innovation awards (EU 
automotive association)

LOOKING FOR

Series A Funding

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS



KEY FACTSCONTACT

Frederik Van Leeckwyck
Business Development 
& Marketing Manager

frederik�vanleeckwyck@factry�io
+32 474888573

factry�io

Operational intelligence made easy!

Factry believes open, accessible information is crucial for operational improvement in the process 
industry� The company markets Factry Historian as a Service, a data collection and visualization platform 
to give anyone, from operator to plant manager, insights into the workings of  their production plant� 
SMEs and large enterprises benefit from an "all you can eat" model, in which the user is not limited by 
the amount of  data they collect nor the amount of  users accessing the platform�

We have not lost a single client after 4 years� 
On the contrary, we typically grow to multiple 
production sites�

Our software has prevented complete plant 
shutdowns & enabled new business models at 
our clients�

Successful cases in Food & Beverage, Textile, 
Renewable Energy and Heavy Industry in > 10 
countries�

LOOKING FOR

Sales Prospects

11SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Frederik Taleman
CEO

frederik@hivecpq�com
+32 473929286

mobietrain�com

Spend less time quoting and more time selling!

HiveCPQ is a B2B e-commerce platform for manufacturers to sell their complex products to distributors� 
These distributors can use this software to collaborate with sales representatives to configure their 
products visually, generate quotations, print technical sheets and order their products online� This 
significantly reduces time for both parties and improves the customer experience� By working more 
efficiently with HiveCPQs Configure Price Quote (CPQ) solution, manufacturers will be able to grow and 
to sell more�

MRR > x4 & MoM Growth > 10+%

Growing at 70%, year over year

Changing the CPQ space with swift & agile 
configurator software

LOOKING FOR

Internationalization
New Strategic Partners
Sales Prospects

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS



 
KEY FACTSCONTACT

Evarest Schoofs
Co-founder & Managing Partner

evarest@onebonsai�com
+32 478262357

onebonsai�com

Effective virtual training for professionals.

OneBonsai offers a VR Training Platform that provides professional training modules for medium and 
large companies in different sectors� It includes such modules as fire extinguisher training, working at 
heights, medical training, and others� The platform is made available as a SaaS model, no significant up-
front investment is required by the client� Their system has shown a significant increase in knowledge 
retention and training efficiency� OneBonsai looks for interested partners, clients and distributors to 
grow and internationalize their business�

Our longest training is a 4�5hr training for new 
warehouse personnel

Our systems have trained 1000's people 
already

We could reduce instructors from 1 - 1 to 1 - 8 
using Virtual Reality

Our clients have achieved 60% reduction in 
training duration using our systems

We work with large up to F500 companies

LOOKING FOR

Sales Prospects
Internationalization
New Strategic Partners

13SESSIONS.THEBIGSCORE.BE
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KEY FACTSCONTACT

Geert Sergoyne
Co-founder & CEO

geert�sergoyne@gemsotec�com

+32 473423536

gemsotec�com

Helping workers in complex and risky environments to become more productive 
and safer through innovative and mobile solutions.

Gemsotec has an enthusiastic and experienced team that offers digital tools to people working in 
complex and risky environments� The GoRound platform allows users to get rid of  paper work in 
operations and make them smart and mobile� Key activities such as inspections, work instructions and 
tasks become 100% digital� The intervention app INA makes all relevant information available and 
streamlines communication during an intervention� Gemsotec has customers in the chemical industry, 
food industry, logistics and fire brigades� All solutions are SaaS� 

Two complementary products GoRound & INA 
ready with nice reference customers

INA was 2 times a winner Agoria’s eGov & Smart 
City Awards 2020 (INA)

Gemsotec was created in 2017, bootstrapped 
by 3 original founders & counts 7 FTE

Customer base: chemical industry, food industry, 
logistics & fire brigades

The GoRound platform has users in already 6 
countries

LOOKING FOR

Internationalization
New Strategic Partners
Sales Prospects

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS
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KEY FACTS

LOOKING FOR

CONTACT

Keshav Chintamani
Founder

keshav@tractonomy�com
+32 471827669

tractonomy�com

Easy Cart Flow Solutions. Anytime. Everytime.

Tractonomy develops scalable cart flow solutions for material movement in production and 3rd 
party intralogistics� The company combines their proprietary mobile robots, patented quick docking 
technology and a Robotics-as-a-Service platform for fleet management and monetization� They have 
confirmed support from world leaders in manufacturing and distribution logistics who intend to adopt 
their solution� Tractonomy is now in the middle of  a fundraising round to scale up their solution and 
operations and is looking for visionary investors and strategic partners to join them on this journey�

Extremely strong team with a deep expertise in 
robotics & intralogistics

Fully functional autonomous technology 
platform in patent pending phase at European 
Level

Five corporates backing our solution & we 
are in the middle of  closing deals to pilot our 
technology�

Autonomous mobile robots are expected to be 
a 7 billion USD market by 2025 & a hot topic in 
Logistics today�

Seed Funding
Corporate R&D Partner
Sales Prospects



MEET OUR
PARTNERS
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Towards Strong and Ambitious Entrepreneurship

When it comes to entrepreneurship, Flanders can be a bit more ambitious� We need 
more new businesses, more businesses that grow, and more businesses that stay� That 
is why Flanders Innovation & Entrepreneurship (VLAIO) joins forces with its partners 
to create initiatives that encourage and support entrepreneurship and that contribute 
to a favourable business climate� The Big Score Sessions is part of  a network of  
initiatives in which entrepreneurs can take part� Discover all initiatives on www�vlaio�
be/sterkondernemen #strongentrepreneurship  

vlaio�be

Expertise & Network 

PwC is a network of  firms in 157 countries with commitment to support today's start-
ups to become the leading companies of  tomorrow� A team of  dedicated start-up 
advisors in different areas of  expertise can support you with managing your finances, 
funding your growth plans, navigate complex laws & regulations and identifying 
interesting fiscal incentives� In addition, our Scale programs offer access to expertise 
and our network of  clients�  

pwc�be

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

VLAIO - FLANDERS INNOVATION & ENTREPRENEURSHIP

PWC

#THEBIGSCORESESSIONS
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Funding <  €1MIL & WISE Academy

Business Angels Netwerk (BAN) Vlaanderen provides - besides growth capital – also 
lots of  knowledge and experience to every young entrepreneur� Looking for funding up 
to €1�000�000? Their regional coordinators will introduce you to their angel investor 
network and their deal guides will help you through the funding process objectively� 
Next to that you can already prepare yourself  with their new online WISE Academy at 
your own pace! This builds on the most important aspects of  the financing process, 
translated in an extensive and free-of-charge offer of  online modules�  

ban�be

Your legal partner as entrepreneur 

With a deep legal knowhow in the technology business, F&F is your perfect partner to 
assist in your next funding round, day-to-day operations (ranging from data privacy to 
IP protection) and all your company’s future venturing operations� Some of  their clients 
include Striktly Business Software, Eyesee, Hopala, Mealhero and THEO Technologies� 

fourfive�be

INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

BAN VLAANDEREN

FOUR & FIVE
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ABOUT STARTUPS.BE | SCALE-UPS.EU

Startups�be & Scale-Ups�eu joined forces in 2018 to solidify our offering for the Belgian 
tech ecosystem at large� Together, we are the one-stop shop for tech entrepreneurship� 
We pride ourselves in being the leading growth platform in Belgium that connects 
Europe's most promising startups and scale-ups with our global network of  deep 
pocket investors, corporate buyers, global partners and relevant stakeholders to fast 
track innovation and collaboration with high-tech companies�

 � We enable startups and scale-ups to squeeze time in their lifecycle and grow faster.

 � We create high-quality business networking events for inspiration and matchmaking.

 � We facilitate open innovation between startups/scale-ups and large corporates.

 
The Big Score, The Big Squeeze, Startup Fairs, SuperNova and our Go Global missions 
are only a glimpse of  what we are famous for!

Startups�be | Scale-Ups�eu is the top-of-mind-time squeezer for tech startups and 
scale-ups�

More info: Startups�be & Scale-Ups�eu
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MEET OUR PARTNERS

Organizing partners

Main partners

Supporting partners



SAVE THE DATE

Wednesday, June 2
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